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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Stolen
Vehicle
Recovered

20-5829

Moody Blvd and
Colbert Lane

Marchman
Act
Death

20-5749

Marina Drive

Deputy Rainey attempted a traffic stop on a gold Toyota Camry that
was reported stolen out of Jacksonville, FL. The vehicle failed to
stop and fled north on N. Flagler Ave. A pursuit was not initiated
and the female driver fled on foot. A perimeter was set up and Fire
Flight responded along with K9. The female was located hiding in
the garage of 3 Avalon Ave and was taken into custody. S1 was
placed under arrest for grand theft auto, flee and elude, DWLS
habitual. The residence at 3 Avalon Ave advised they did not wish
to pursue any charges. See report by Deputy Rainey for further.
Adult male was placed in custody under Baker Act

20-5701

Black Hawk Pl

OverdosePoisoning

20-5785

Cold Springs Ct

LarcenyPetit theft

20-5760

Rae Dr

Disturbance
Domestic

20-5743

Mahogany Blvd

Missing
Person
Juvenile

20-5786

Elder Street

Female called advising her boyfriend was unresponsive and not
breathing. Deputies arrived on scene and began life saving
measures before turning over to FCFR. Male transported to Advent
Health by FCFR where he was pronounced deceased. Report by DS
Jenkins
64 YOA female transported to Advent by FCFR after taking 20
prescription pills in an attempt to harm herself. Baker Act
paperwork completed and dropped off to Advent ER
20 YOA victim advised his sister and her boyfriend were recently
evicted from the home. He noticed this morning that his X-Box One
and controller ($240.00 value) were missing from his bedroom. It is
unknown where his sister and her boyfriend are currently residing
therefore no contact could be made with them for questioning. No
serial numbers are available for the missing items so they cannot be
entered into NCIC. Report by DS Crego,
Victim stated she was in a verbal argument with her boyfriend, S1,
and he pushed her into the bushes. The victim had several marks
on her and a neighbor witnessed the altercation. S1 was placed
under arrest for DV battery and transported to the FCDF. See
report by Deputy Dalrymple for further.
RP stated her grandson, M1, left the house sometime during the
night and has not been seen or heard from. M1 was recovered as
missing from case 20-570 on 1-17-20 at 5:45pm by St Augustine PD

and turned over to his grandmother. M1 is a frequent runaway and
was entered into NCIC/FCIC as missing.

